
BURGERS & WRAPS

AFTERNOON-C
FOR TWO - £34.95

CLUCK CLASSICZ 
BURGER - £10.95
WRAP - £9.95 

UNO - £14.95

DOS - £18.95

X3 £3.95
X6 £6.45
X12 £10.45

X3 £4.45
X6 £6.95
X12 £10.95

95p EACH

ANY SAUCE or NAKED

EAZY-P
TENDERS -  £8.75
FRIES - £5.75

DOWNLOAD
TENDERS -  £8.95
FRIES - £5.95

A CLUCK LOAD OF HEAT
TENDERS -  £8.95
FRIES - £5.95

SIR CHILLI
TENDERS -  £8.85
FRIES - £5.85

THE WINDSORIAN
TENDERS -  £8.95
FRIES - £5.95

TENDERS or FRIES

BUFFALO 
BURGER - £11.95
WRAP - £10.95

BARBE-QUEEN (BBQ)
BURGER - £11.95
WRAP - £10.95

SWEET-JERK 
BURGER - £11.95
WRAP - £10.95

CHURROS WITH CHOC DIP
X3 - £6.95
X5 - £10.95

NO CLUCKS GIVEN (VEGAN)
BURGER - £10.95
WRAP - £9.95 

Fresh snapped lettuce, twisted 
pickles & cool mayo
(add smoked cheese 50p)

6 wings or tenders
Eazy-P loaded fries 

2x dip 1x side
Grated parmesan & mayo
topped with fresh parsley

Liquid cheese, grated parmesan
BBQ sauce, truffle mayo
spring onion & fresh parsley

Liquid cheese, truffle mayo, sriracha
crispy onion, jalepenos
parlsey & fresh copped chilli

Truffle mayo, sriracha mayo
chilli fries or tenders & parsley 

Chipotle, truffle mayo, parsley
parmesan & spring onion

Cluck Classicz burger
Eazy-P loaded fries

3x wings or tenders, 1x dip

Stacked with snapped lettuce,
twisted pickles & jalepenos rained on
with hot buffalo sauce, smoked 
cheese & housemade ranch dressing

Fresh snapped lettuce, twisted 
pickles topped with smoked cheese,
house made BBQ sauce & cluckslaw

Fresh snapped lettuce, twisted 
pickles with a layer of our 
sweet jerk sauce & topped with
fried plantain.

Kidney bean & vegetables with internal
salsa sauce & coated in breadcrums
with twisted pickles & snapped lettuce,
topped with vegan slaw

2 Burgers of your choice
6 Wings of your choice

Fries (Supercrunch or Waffle)
4 Churros’s

Served on tradtional
afternoon tea triple-tier plates

CARE PACKAGES

SUPERCRUNCH
 or WAFFLE £3.45

£9.95

CLUCKSLAW - £2.95
FRIED PLANTAIN - £3.45
GOLDEN NUGGETS - £4.45

FRIES

3 tenders served on
a bed of Iceberg lettuce

cucumber cherry tomato’s
twisted pickles & parsley

with truffle mayo

SALAD

DESSERT

SIDES

WINGS

BUTTERMILK TENDERS

DIPS

LOADED ITEMS


